Free energy!
Energy is conditioned consciousness! Energy = 1 /1441st of our universe.
In other words, less than 1 ‰ of our universe consists of various forms of energy.
Matter is conditioned energy and E=mc2 means m=E/c2 and c2=E/m.
Matter and energy are interchangeable. Matter is a fractal of the universe.
A fractal is something like an atom but not the smallest particle with the properties of, but a particle
that has the same proportions as and, unlike the atom, is infinite!
It is just like with the Fibonacci series and the Golden Ratio.
The first begins and must therefore end somewhere, while the second has neither beginning nor
end! Not only human, but all proportions are more interesting than the sum of things.
Man was created in image and likeness.
Humans are therefore capable of self-reflection, judgment and identification.
Projection makes man tend to privatize perception, perception equipment and the perceived object
or experience. The Narcissus in us is killing us again!
The tendency to privatize means that not all universal knowledge and not all forms of energy are
available to us. Energy and water supply, road network, health care, education and our safety are
governmental tasks that are financed collectively and may never be privatized. Monopoly, patents,
patents and other forms of unjustified allocation of property to privileged persons are forms of
discrimination, private regulation (made light) or privatization of something that belongs to the
community. A government that squanders government tasks through privatization is corrupt, as are
religions that have privatized God or people who privatize their true selves!
Free forms of energy are only made available to mankind when man begins to realize his or her true
nature. Only when man has transcended his privatized self to the true self and wisdom reigns
instead of knowledge and power, will the collective obtain what is collectively due, man will be
able to dispose of various forms of free energy. Democracy should be characterized by equal rights!
A government that does not serve the interests of its citizens, but the interests of privileged ones, is
guilty towards the people who voted in good faith. These citizens let their choice be determined by
the promises ever made and have the right to a form of governance of integrity in which the
interests of the collective should prevail over the interests of the few. It takes courage and wisdom
to govern in this way and politicians who are unable to do so leave the political arena and look
elsewhere for a job!
Man himself is a form of free energy, albeit different than you might think because we are free
energy generators of consciousness. We transform lower energies into consciousness energy which
we then misinterpret by privatizing, by believing that we are the observer. Believing that you are the
observer is interesting, but it also has its hooks and eyes and does not really testify to insight and
wisdom. Don't be fooled, free energy can never be privatized even though religion tries to make us
believe that they have privatized God.
The only wisdom that really counts is knowing that you know nothing!
Socrates does not talk here about the positive side of ignorance or the lack of knowledge and
intellectual abilities. Socrates here refers to the realization that knowing is not your knowing, not
your property, but that you have access to a part of knowing.

Our brain functions as a transceiver (transmitting and receiving device) with which we
communicate wirelessly (ideas, remembering, up and downloading, aura) and wired (nerve paths).
Moreover, we can edit and interpret (think) the received data or information.
People can also identify themselves with thoughts, which makes them privatised and polarised
(positive or negative). About this later in this article.
Universal knowledge is accessible to every human being!
The universal knowing is comparable to an immense library!
All knowledge can be found there, only finding it requires some prior knowledge.
Just like in a large university library, it makes no sense for a layman to start reading books with
complicated professional knowledge without having the necessary prior knowledge.
You can read such a book, but you don't understand a damn thing!
Furthermore, your brain has to learn to get the right tuning first.
Neurologists call it forming synapses in the brain. Learning means: "Developing a simple self-built
crystal receiver, which can receive signals with a lot of noise, to a professional receiver that can
reproduce the smallest signal still clearly".
Geniuses don't exist, but there are people who have developed a genius reception capability in a
limited subarea. Genius is just a super receiver of certain signals, where the signals or the
knowledge is still not your knowledge, you only have access!
Within creation we distinguish between mind, soul and body.
Mind is consciousness and as such is similar to software.
Soul is the intermediary between soft- and hardware and as such comparable with electricity.
Body is matter and as such comparable to hardware.
Mind is unconditional! Mind is comparable to consciousness, to perception!
Soul is conditional! Soul is comparable to energy or conditioned consciousness!
Body is conditional! Body is similar to matter or conditioned energy!
When the components software (mind) and hardware (body) are animated by electricity, a usable
device, a suitable vehicle for the mind, a ready-made observing device, communication vehicle or
transceiver is created, as with all creatures including humans.
Our body is a transceiver with its own energy supply which the unconditional consciousness makes
use of! The Matrix trilogy begins with the explanation of the use of bio-electromagnetism and the
human being as energetic source. The reality is that human beings are not intended as energy
suppliers but as consciousness devices with their own energy supply.
The human body is an autonomously functioning surveillance camera with which the unconditional
consciousness perceives our conditionality, our reality!
In April 2020, the world population exceeded 7,777,777,777 inhabitants.
More than 7 billion people, created in God's image and likeness!
More than 7 billion divine surveillance cameras with the ability to sense themselves!
More than 7 billion people who identify with their experiences, which makes them privatized and
polarized (positive or negative)! More than 7 billion free consciousness energy devices that bind
their true selves through privatization!
The universe consists of mind (consciousness), soul (energy) and body (matter).
Consciousness is unconditional, energy is conditioned consciousness and matter is conditioned
energy. Energy = 1 / 1441st universe and an almost negligible part of it we perceive as matter, as
conditioned energy.

The problem lies in the fact that we experience matter in a very different way, that we have linked
our security to matter and do not know about the insignificance of matter in the face of the
overwhelming greatness of the universe and consciousness.
It is difficult for humans to conceive of themselves as unlimited while the physical limitations are
so tangible and obvious. We measure everything from our perception apparatus but forget the
relativity of this perception. Our perception identifies itself with our perception apparatus and that
causes problems here and there.
Our body, our perception device is programmable privatized polarized tool. Our soul, our energy
body is programmable privatized polarized tool. Our mind, our consciousness we have erroneously
programmed to be a privatized polarized tool. To God, privatization equals sin!
By identification, we have limited our unconditional consciousness to our locality,
our body, our apparatus of perception and the experiences made with it.
The only wisdom that really counts is knowing that you know nothing!
To know that knowing is not your property and to know that you are not the observer you have
come to believe yourself for. You have a body and a soul and both are clearly subject to change, but
you are not your body and your soul because you are immutable.
You are observing your thoughts, your feelings, your intuition, your sensory perceptions, all your
past past events and even your future expectations.
You are the unconditional perception and as such God's instrument in creation!
Eve was the first emancipated woman to lead Adam to privatize the divine in him by identifying
with consciousness. Monotheism has privatized God and man still identifies with the experiences
made, privatizing the divine essence within himself. Adam and Eve were denied access to Paradise
until they began to see their sins and renounce their delusions. Later, Cain murdered his brother
Abel out of jealousy because Abel's sacrifice was pleasing to God. That sacrifice of Abel was the
letting go of the delusion, to be an observer and the return to being truly human, the return of the
prodigal son!
We humans all have Cain and Abel within us and to us the choice between conditional observer and
unconditional consciousness. Cain is the human who follows the ego, the observer.
Cain is the human who has privatized the divine in him. Abel represents the person who realizes the
sins committed and has realized that you are not allowed to privatize the divine.
All knowing belongs to you but you may never privatize it because privatizing is sin.
You are unconditionally conscious and are satisfied with the very limited powers of perception of a
self-righteous observer!
You have voluntarily created your ego, your observer, your personae, your image, your mask and it
is up to you to realize that you can leave this detour quietly, realizing: "I AM".
I AM consciousness, I AM free energy instead of the bound privatized energy form in which I have
come to believe. Discover your free energy, your true self, your unconditional consciousness and
escape from your self-created prison, your identification with your perception apparatus and its
experiences. Go and sin no more!

